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e thermal expansion in a cucurbit
[8]uril-enabled uranyl-organic polythreading
framework via thermally induced relaxation†

Qiu-Yan Jin,ab Yuan-Yuan Liang,ab Zhi-Hui Zhang, *c Liao Meng,a Jun-Shan Geng,a

Kong-Qiu Hu,a Ji-Pan Yu,a Zhi-Fang Chai,a Lei Mei *a and Wei-Qun Shi *a

It is an ongoing goal to achieve the effective regulation of the thermal expansion properties of materials. In

this work, we propose amethod for incorporating host–guest complexation into a framework structure and

construct a flexible cucurbit[8]uril uranyl-organic polythreading framework, U3(bcbpy)3(CB8).

U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) can undergo huge negative thermal expansion (NTE) and has a large volumetric

coefficient of −962.9 × 10−6 K−1 within the temperature range of 260 K to 300 K. Crystallographic

snapshots of the polythreading framework at various temperatures reveal that, different from the intrinsic

transverse vibrations of the subunits of metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) that experience NTE via

a well-known hinging model, the remarkable NTE effect observed here is the result of a newly-proposed

thermally induced relaxation process. During this process, an extreme spring-like contraction of the

flexible CB8-based pseudorotaxane units, with an onset temperature of ∼260 K, follows a period of

cumulative expansion. More interestingly, compared with MOFs that commonly have relatively strong

coordination bonds, due to the difference in the structural flexibility and adaptivity of the weakly bonded

U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) polythreading framework, U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) shows unique time-dependent structural

dynamics related to the relaxation process, the first time this has been reported in NTE materials. This

work provides a feasible pathway for exploring new NTE mechanisms by using tailored supramolecular

host–guest complexes with high structural flexibility and has promise for the design of new kinds of

functional metal–organic materials with controllable thermal responsive behaviour.
Introduction

The thermal expansion of solid-state components,1,2 is a ubiq-
uitous and unavoidable effect that occurs upon heating. It is
a critical issue in materials with large structures and in preci-
sion scientic instruments because it usually leads to problems
within these architectures and, as a consequence, the failure of
the devices. The control and regulation of the thermal expan-
sion effect helps to improve the reliability of devices and
prolong their service life. Negative thermal expansion (NTE)3–8 is
a counter-intuitive but intriguing physical phenomenon where
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the cell volume of a material undergoes contraction upon
heating, as observed for the density of water within the
temperature range 0 °C to 4 °C. The utilization of NTE provides
a promising method to inhibit and eventually eliminate unde-
sired thermal expansion through rational combination of both
NTE and positive thermal expansion (PTE) components to
achieve near zero thermal expansion (ZTE).9–13

The NTE in framework-structured materials4,14 is mainly
driven by low-frequency phonons, i.e. the rocking or tilting
motions of rigid structural units (metal polyhedra or clusters)
induced by transverse vibration of exible bridging atoms or
groups aer the temperature increases. However, a different
electron-driven mechanism is also observed in functional
materials that undergo temperature-related electron changes,
such as semiconductors, Mott insulators and superconductors.7

Since the rst comprehensive research on the NTE properties of
the ZrW2O8 framework by Sleight et al.,15 an increasing number
of framework-structured NTE materials have been developed
over the past two decades, ranging from oxides to uorides10,16,17

and molecular framework materials, including Prussian blue
analogues18 (PBAs, mostly metal cyanides19–23) and metal–
organic frameworks (MOFs).24–34 Compared with well-studied
inorganic NTE materials, especially oxides, NTE materials
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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with organic structures have not been fully developed, andmore
work on the optimization of the NTE properties of these mate-
rials needs to be carried out.

For the phonon-drivenmechanism specically, it is observed
that the NTE properties of a framework-structured material is
largely affected by its chemical structure, where larger frame-
works and/or more exible bridging atoms/groups can facilitate
stronger NTE.3,4 For example, different from inorganic
framework-structured materials that have relatively strong
linkages, organic–inorganic hybrid frameworks such as MOFs
exhibit more complex vibrational modes and signicantly
enhanced NTE since they are constructed by organic linkers
with higher exibility.24–34 On the other hand, there is still room
for improvement of the NTW properties of organic–inorganic
hybrid frameworks when compared with weak-bonding
molecule-based NTE materials.35–37 It is expected that the
incorporation of weak interactions such as hydrogen bonds, p–
p interactions and ion–dipole interactions into a framework
could enhance its exibility greatly and improve the NTE
properties. Along these lines, a feasible method to achieve this
Scheme 1 A macrocyclic CB8 three-component host–guest supram
materials: (A) replacement of covalent bonds with supramolecular compl
construction of a three-component host–guest complex, (bcbpy)2@
contraction of the flexible host–guest complex (bcbpy)2@CB8.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
is to develop weakly bonded supramolecular framework struc-
tures through replacement of covalently bonded organic linkers
with supramolecular structures capable of forming host–guest
complexes. For example, (pseudo)rotaxanes or catenanes38,39

(Scheme 1A) have been already proved to be inherently exible
enough to enhance the structural dynamics of MOFs,40–46 and
thus possess the intrinsic attributes required for the develop-
ment of state-of-the-art NTE materials. Herein, we report
a trimeric uranyl-based metal–organic polythreading frame-
work, U3(bcbpy)3(CB8), of which the main framework backbone
is built up through the threading of the macrocyclic cucurbit[8]
uril (CB8)47–49 based on a three-component host–guest complex,
(bcbpy)2@CB8, (Scheme 1B, bcbpy is the deprotonated
viologen-derived monocarboxylic acid, 1-(4-carboxybenzyl)-[4,4′-
bipyridin]-1-ium, see ESI† for details). Notably, the U3-
(bcbpy)3(CB8) polythreading framework exhibits, via a rare
relaxation process, a huge NTE as the temperature increases
(Scheme 1C). The NTE occurs via a drastic contraction of the
framework structure following a process of slow thermal
expansion.
olecular complex as a flexible linkage for the development of NTE
exes in MOFs to producemetal–organic polythreading frameworks; (B)
CB8; and (C) thermally driven expansion and relaxation-induced

Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 6330–6340 | 6331
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Results and discussion

The most important structural feature of the as-synthesized
U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) framework is the three-component host–
guest complex motif, (bcbpy)2@CB8. As a starting point, the
supramolecular assembly of (bcbpy)2@CB8 from bcbpy (using
its carboxylic acid form, [Hbcbpy]Cl, Fig. S1, S2†) and CB8
(Fig. S3†) was investigated. A combination of mass spectrometry
(Fig. S4†), 1H NMR (Fig. S5†) and single-crystal X-ray analysis
(Fig. S6 and Table S1†) proved that the (bcbpy)2@CB8 motif in
its chloride form, [(Hbcbpy)2@CB8]Cl2, had been successfully
formed when CB8 was mixed with the corresponding guest
molecule [Hbcbpy]Cl.

Next, when uranyl ions were introduced into a mixture of
CB8 and [Hbcbpy]Cl, the metal–organic polythreading
Fig. 1 Crystal structure of uranyl-organic polythreading framework U3(
necting sites that can be extended via (bcbpy)2@CB8-typed host–gu
(bcbpy)2@CB8 motifs (type A: uranyl-tagged CB8, type B: non-coordinat
plane through ‘type A’ supramolecular motifs ((C): stick model; (D): schem
2D networks along the a-axis ((E): stick model; (F): schematic diagram); an
along the [101] axis and [100] axes.

6332 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 6330–6340
framework U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) was synthesized by a one-pot
method. Crystallographic analysis (Fig. 1, Tables S1 and S2†)
reveals that its asymmetric unit contains a trimeric uranyl unit,
three bcbpy motifs with different coordination modes (mono-
dentate, bidentate and bridged bidentate) and the halves of two
different CB8 macrocycles (Fig. S7†). Since one of these two CB8
macrocycles acts as a ditopic linker from both ends in the
coordination with trinuclear uranyl nodes, the nal uranyl
complex observed in the crystal lattice is actually a CB8-bridged
hexanuclear unit with six bipyridinium ‘arms’ on the outside
(Fig. S8†). It is interesting to see that, akin to previously reported
cases involving other cucurbituril uranyl-rotaxane
compounds,40,50–53 the coordination with uranyl ions does not
reduce CB8's ability to capture guest molecules (Fig. S9†). This
uranyl-coordinated CB8, together with another non-
bcbpy)3(CB8): (A) CB8-bridged hexanuclear uranyl unit with six con-
est complexation; (B) two different kinds of CB8 for formation of
ed CB8); (C and D) the interwoven 2D network formed along the (10�1)
atic diagram); (E) ‘type B’ supramolecular motifs for linking interwoven
d (G) the supramolecular 3D framework of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) extending

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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coordinated CB8, contribute to the formation of the whole
supramolecular U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) framework via polythreading
between different moieties. Specically, based on the propen-
sity of the CB8 host and bipyridium guest components to form
the host–guest complex [(Hbcbpy)2@CB8]Cl2, as shown above,
the CB8-bridged hexanuclear uranyl unit can extend in different
directions in three-dimensional (3D) lattice by forming
a (bcbpy)2@CB8 supramolecular complex at six different sites
(Fig. 1A). Of these sites, 1–4 are of ‘type A’ based on uranyl-
tagged CB8, while sites 5 and 6 are of ‘type B’ based on non-
coordinated CB8 (Fig. 1B). As a result, an interwoven two-
dimensional (2D) network extending along the (10�1) plane is
formed through ‘type A’ host–guest complexation between
arrays of hexanuclear units along axis b (Fig. 1C and D). These
2D supramolecular networks are further connected with each
other by interlayered CB8 ‘type B’ motifs (Fig. 1E and F) to
nally produce a 3D polythreading U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) framework
(Fig. 1G). It is notable that, due to the steric hindrance from the
bulky CB8 macrocycles, two equivalent bcbpy groups that
coordinate in a bidentate manner with uranyl centres are free
from supramolecular encapsulation by any CB8 host thus
avoiding overcrowding around the hexanuclear uranyl unit.
These two bcbpy groups only form weak interactions with
spatially adjacent CB8 molecules through a large number of
C–H/O hydrogen bonds (the yellow stick model in Fig. S10†).

A comparison of the molecular structures of the
(bcbpy)2@CB8 complexes in [(Hbcbpy)2@CB8]Cl2 and U3-
(bcbpy)3(CB8) reveals that, different from the relatively rigid
macrocyclic CB8 host which undergoes little structural change
(Fig. S11 and Table S3†), the bcbpy component encapsulated in
the CB8 cavity exhibits signicant structural dynamics due to its
linkage with the exible benzyl group (Fig. S12†). The dynamic
characteristics of the (bcbpy)2@CB8motif inspired us to further
explore the temperature responsivity of the U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)
framework that employs this supramolecular motif as the main
building block. As revealed by variable-temperature powder X-
ray diffraction (VT-PXRD) analysis within the temperature
range from 170 K to 320 K, the PXRD pattern of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)
shows an interesting temperature-dependent change. Speci-
cally, typical diffraction peaks corresponding to the (20�2) and
(002�) planes rst move towards low 2q, and then reverse that
trend around 260 K (Fig. 2A). The shis of these indices of
diffraction to larger 2q angles indicate an anomalous contrac-
tion of the corresponding crystal plane spacing, i.e. negative
thermal expansion (NTE) with increasing temperature. Thermal
analyses of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) (Fig. S15 and S16†) reveal that the
sample undergoes no phase transition but only a simple
endothermic process within a temperature range of 223.15–
313.15 K which covers the possible NTE region (from 260 K to
near room temperature).

The temperature-related lattice parameters of U3(bcbpy)3(-
CB8) were extracted from the experimental VT-PXRD data in the
range of 170 K to 320 K through prole tting using the Pawley
renement (Table S4†),54while more accurate lattice parameters
as a function of temperature are given in the following section
on single-crystal diffraction analysis. Interestingly, the change
of cell parameters is basically the same as that reected by
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
PXRD, most notably an inection temperature point around 260
K (Fig. S17†). Before and aer this temperature point, the unit
cell undergoes two different processes: common expansion and
abnormal contraction, respectively. Specically, the volumetric
NTE coefficients (aV) of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) at 300 K and 310 K
reach up to −1043.3 × 10−6 K−1 and −1073.1 × 10−6 K−1,
respectively. Moreover, the linear NTE coefficient (aL) along
a certain direction, such as the particularly signicant c-axis, is
as high as −556.0 × 10−6 K−1 within this NTE temperature
range.

Immediately aer, we employed variable-temperature single-
crystal X-ray diffraction (VT-SCXRD) analysis to further explore
the NTE behaviour of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8). Tracking of the
temperature-dependent changes of the lattice parameters of
U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) clearly illustrates anisotropic thermal expan-
sion behaviour along the three different crystal axes of U3-
(bcbpy)3(CB8) (Table S5† and Fig. 2B). It can be seen that, with
the increase of temperature, both the cell parameters along the
c-axis and a-axis experience a drastic contraction at around 260
K aer a gradual increase, while along the b-axis only minor
changes are seen over the entire temperature range. The
inection point of 260 K observed here for the NTE phenom-
enon is consistent with the results of the VT-PXRD analysis. The
NTE responsivity can be characterized further by the aL coeffi-
cients for the a, b and c-axis of−273.6,−29.1 and−594.3× 10−6

K−1, respectively. Moreover, the total unit cell volume also
exhibits a change of NTE in the temperature range of 260–300 K,
giving a remarkable volumetric coefficient aV of −962.9 × 10−6

K−1 (Fig. 2C). It is notable that the NTE coefficients for the c-axis
and total cell volume agree well with those determined from the
VT-PXRD analysis discussed above, demonstrating the consis-
tency of the single-crystal diffraction analysis and powder
diffraction analysis. Up to now, although the solid-state thermal
responsiveness of metal–organic rotaxane compounds has
drawn much attention,41–43,45,55,56 there are still very cases that
show a NTE effect, and only one case (namely URCP1) which
was reported by our group recently.42 Due to the difference
between the interlocking structures of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) and
URCP1, the volumetric coefficient aV of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) is
much larger than that of URCP1 (aV = −46.8 × 10−6 K−1).
Moreover, the NTE effect of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) here is also supe-
rior to those of previously reported NTE MOFs, such as MOF-5
(aV = −39.3 × 10−6 K−1), MOF-14 (aV = −26 × 10−6 K−1) or
UiO-66 (Hf) (aV = −97 × 10−6 K−1) (Fig. S18 and Table S6†).24–33

U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) crystallizes in the monoclinic space group
C2/c and the PASCal program57 was used to determine the
principal axes and principal expansivities, so as to get further
insight into the huge NTE effect (Fig. 2D and S19†). Within the
NTE temperature range of 260–300 K, the three principal axes,
x1, x2 and x3, are [103], [100] and [010], respectively, the rst two
of which contribute the most to the total NTE effect. Since the
main directions responsible for the huge NTE lie on planes x1
and x2, perpendicular to the x3 principal axis (i.e. the (010) plane
across both crystallographic a-axis and c-axis), the (010) plane
should have particular importance to the NTE behaviour. We
nd that along all the directions of extension the (bcbpy)2@CB8
complexing motifs fall on the (010) plane without exception.
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 6330–6340 | 6333



Fig. 2 Thermal responsive behaviour of uranyl-organic polythreading U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) framework: (A) variable-temperature powder X-ray
diffraction (VT-PXRD) analysis of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) within the temperature range of 170 K to 320 K (left, full diagram; right, local enlarged view
between 2q of 4.5° to 6.5°); (B) changes in unit cell sizes and total volume with increasing temperature (170 K is set as the starting point); (C)
thermal expansion coefficients a of different cell axes and total volume in three different temperature ranges (170–260 K, 260–300 K, 300–330
K), where aL = 1/L(dL/dT) z DL/(LDT) while L refers to a, b, c, and aV = 1/V(dV/dT) z DV/(VDT); and (D) plots of expansivity indicatrices of
U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) within different temperature ranges calculated using the PASCal software.

6334 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 6330–6340 © 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Therefore, vital clues about the driving forces for the NTE effect
could be gained, and strongly suggest that the NTE behaviour of
the material is likely to be related to the weakly bonded nature
of the CB8-based pseudorotaxane motif that is attached to the
hexanuclear uranyl node through a exible methylene group in
the bcbpy guest.

To understand the underlying molecular mechanism for the
huge NTE effect, crystal structures of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) at
different temperatures were determined. Of these, the specic
data obtained at different critical temperature points including
170 K, 260 K, 300 K and 330 K are compared. It should be
mentioned that, besides the rst two expansion-contraction
steps, the short range aer 300 K, where a minor increase of
total cell volume occurs, is also analysed for comparison.
Analysis of the stacking of the entire lattice shows that the
intertwined supramolecular chain containing an array of hex-
anuclear uranyl units that extend along different directions
(Fig. S20–S22†) undergoes a temperature-triggered expansion
and contraction similar to that observed during the lattice
parameter analysis. The process begins with stretching from
170 K to 260 K followed by a contracting motion as the
temperature increases up to 300 K. The overlaid structures at
different temperatures conrm that the theory, derived from
the PASCal program above, that the thermal response of U3-
(bcbpy)3(CB8) should originate from exible connectivity along
the [101] axis and [100] axis, i.e. a weakly bonded (bcbpy)2@CB8
motif composed of a pair of bcbpy side groups joined by one
CB8 macrocycle.

Further analysis of the local structures of the (bcbpy)2@CB8
supramolecular motif suggests that the well-dened host–guest
inclusion pattern within the cavity of macrocyclic CB8 undergoes
no noticeable change, whilst the molecular conformation of the
V-shaped bcbpy guest connected by the exible methylene
linkage undergoes thermally induced distortion (Fig. S23†).
When viewed in a hexanuclear uranyl unit of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8),
the conformational changes of bcbpy are even more signicant
(Fig. 3). We next conducted a detailed analysis of the
temperature-triggered structural changes of the bcbpy moiety
during the heating process. A comparison of the overlaid
molecular structures of the hexanuclear uranyl units at different
temperatures shows that the terminal bipyridinium motif,
hinged by amethylene group, rst experiences a small stretching
movement upon heating, and then undergoes a contraction aer
260 K accompanied by remarkable lateral movement (Fig. 3A).
Interestingly, the temperature-triggered motion of the terminal
bipyridinium motif can be clearly tracked by the variation of the
correspondingmethylene opening angleJ and dihedral angleQ
of the ‘type A’ bcbpy moiety (Fig. 3B and Table S7†). Here, the
onset temperature of 260 K for the NET effect is just the inec-
tion point of the curves that give the changes of the J and Q

angles as a function of temperature, suggesting a strong corre-
lation between the exibility of the CB8-encapsulated bcbpy
moiety with the NTE behaviour of the supramolecular frame-
work of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8). Specically, as heating starts from 170
K, the opening angleJ of bcbpy motif increases gradually; aer
reaching a threshold at ∼260 K (black dashed line in the right
diagram of Fig. 3B), it recovers back accompanied by a dramatic
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
perturbation in dihedral angle Q (aer 260 K, the slope of the
curve becomes larger, corresponding to a more signicant
change in Q).

Generally, it has been established that the NTE effect in
framework structure materials like MOFs mainly originates
from a combination of local and collective transverse vibrations
as low-energy phonon modes.4,5,58,59 On the microscopical scale
these vibrations correspond to contracting motions of rigid
motifs driven by transverse displacement of exible bridging
ligands and can be described using a well-known hinging
model.58 For U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) with a weakly bonded structure,
transverse vibrations of the exible bcbpy groups are also
observed as the temperature increases, but seem to be present
within the entire temperature range including both the PTE and
NTE regions (Fig. S24†). This surprising observation seems to be
due to the difference in intrinsic structural exibility and
adaptivity of the weakly-bonded polythreading framework
which is different to MOFs that commonly have relatively strong
coordination bonds. Explaining framework structure NTE
simply through the transverse motion of organic linkers does
not apply to such a highly exible supramolecular framework
like U3(bcbpy)3(CB8), and a new mechanism should be
proposed. Based on the step-by-step nature of the thermo-
responsive behaviour of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8), which includes
a quick recovery following a gradual stretching of the structure,
it can be speculated that the contraction-related NTE effect
corresponding to the recovery stage is a typical relaxation
process aer a progressive thermal disturbance.

This relaxation-related mechanism is proved by the irre-
versibility of the NTE effect when a reverse cooling protocol and
a second heating protocol are used aer the rst heating
protocol (Fig. S25†). It can be seen that, aer undergoing
structural contraction, the crystal of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) is nearly
unchanged upon cooling from 320 K to 240 K (red line in
Fig. S25†). As the crystal remains intact throughout the experi-
ment, and the single-crystal X-ray diffraction analysis does not
show any signs of collapse into a polycrystalline state, the
possibility of cracking of the crystal aer the thermally induced
NTE effect is ruled out. On the other hand, considering the
necessity of thermo-triggered cumulative stress for the
relaxation-related NTE effect, it is reasonable that no reverse
NTE process is observed during the reverse cooling protocol.
Moreover, it is observed that, the second heating protocol from
240 K to 320 K only provides a slight increase in cell volume, but
no NTE process reappears (blue line in Fig. S25†), which might
be attributed to the irreversible change of crystal structure of
U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) aer a dramatic thermo-triggered
transformation.

More interestingly, monitoring the kinetics of this NTE
process through fast recording of lattice parameters at different
time points covering the NTE temperature range (Fig. 4A and
S26†) reveals the time-dependent structural dynamics of U3-
(bcbpy)3(CB8) on the observation time frame (up to 2 hours for
each temperature), and thus serves as another important piece
of evidence for the mechanism of the relaxation process.
Specically, before the inection temperature point, for
example at 240 K, all the lattice parameters remain largely
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 6330–6340 | 6335



Fig. 3 Local structural analysis of the bcbpy moieties in a single hexanuclear uranyl unit in the supramolecular framework of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) at
different temperatures: (A) overlaid structures of the hexanuclear uranyl units at 170 K, 260 K, 300 K and 330 K with two enlarged diagrams of the
type A’ (top) and ‘type B’ (bottom) bcbpy moieties; and (B) temperature-dependent trends of the opening angle of methylene, J, and dihedral
angle,Q, corresponding to bcbpy moieties of ‘type A’, whereJ is defined as the opening angle between the C–N bond and the C–C bond at the
methylene group, andQ is defined as the dihedral angle between the plane consisting both the C–N bond and C–C bond around the methylene
and phenyl plane.

Chemical Science Edge Article
unchanged during the period of monitoring, which means that
the crystal sample can achieve both temperature equilibrium
and undergo aminor structural expansion at the rst time point
of 10 min. Upon heating over the onset temperature for NTE,
the lattice volume shrinks continuously over time, maintaining
a constant temperature at each temperature point (most
remarkably for the rst three temperature points, i.e. 260 K, 270
K and 280 K) and reaching a transient equilibrium aer 1–2
hours. Since a relaxation time of over 2 hours is adopted at each
temperature point, rather than a short period of 10 minutes
used in the VT-PXRD and VT-SCXRD experiments, the
relaxation-based NTE effect is accelerated and completed at
280–290 K. Furthermore, the snapshots of the crystal structures
of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) at two different relaxation times provides
6336 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 6330–6340
more detailed molecular information on the changes that occur
in this polythreading framework during the time-dependent
relaxation process (Fig. 4B). It can be observed that a pro-
longed relaxation time is conducive to the continuous regula-
tion of the molecular conformation of the exible bcbpy chain
of the (bcbpy)2@CB8 complex during the NTE process. Notably,
as far as we know, this is the rst report in NTE materials of
these unique time-dependent structural dynamics observed
during the relaxation process of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8).

Based on the comprehensive analysis detailed above,
a schematic diagram illustrating the proposed mechanism of
relaxation-related contraction for the NTE effect is given.
Considering that this temperature-driven relaxation process
resembles the stretching and contraction process of an ideally
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 Kinetics of the NTE effect of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) and crystallo-
graphic snapshots after different relaxation periods during NTE: (A)
a diagram showing the lattice parameter changes at different time
points from 10 to 120 minutes covering the NTE temperature range
from 240 K to 320 K; and (B) snapshots of the crystal structures of
U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) after different relaxation periods (10 min and 120min)
at three typical temperature points during the relaxation process with
time-dependent structural dynamics.

Fig. 5 A proposed mechanism of relaxation-induced contraction as
a rationale for the NTE effect of the polythreading U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)
framework. The mechanism includes two continuous thermo-
responsive stages: (1) PTE step with thermally driven stretching; and (2)
NTE step with relaxation-induced recovery of flexible bcbpy motifs.

Edge Article Chemical Science
functioning spring,60–62 the stepwise thermal response behav-
iour of the (bcbpy)2@CB8 complex in U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) is
simplied as a molecular spring-like model so as to depict the
mechanism more clearly (Fig. 5). The CB8-enabled host–guest
complexation with high exibility endows the V-shaped meth-
ylene segments of the bcbpy moiety more degrees of freedom
under solid conditions. In turn this means that the opening
angle of the methylene group can increase gradually through
enhanced thermal vibration upon heating, thus promoting the
polythreading framework to undergo thermo-triggered expan-
sion (corresponding to the PTE step in Fig. 5). When the
internal stress accumulation exceeds the threshold that the
lattice can withstand as the expansion progresses, the stretch-
ing conformation of the bcbpy moiety will contract drastically to
achieve a recovery through a relaxation process, which ulti-
mately results in a huge NTE effect (corresponding to the NTE
step in Fig. 5). Moreover, by compared to the hinging model for
NTE in MOFs with higher skeleton rigidity, it can be found that
the weakly bonded nature of the polythreading framework is
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
crucial to afford this spring-like model with relaxation-induced
contraction/NTE effect (Fig. S27†).
Conclusions

In summary, a host–guest complex (bcbpy)2@CB8 was utilized
as a weakly bonded linkage to construct a exible hexanuclear
uranyl-organic polythreading framework. The bcbpy moieties
are connected in couples via supramolecular encapsulation in
CB8 and, following progressive stretching, undergo thermo-
triggered contraction resulting in a huge NTE effect. The volu-
metric coefficient of −962.9 × 10−6 K−1 outperforms those of
NTE metal–organic rotaxane compounds and MOFs that have
been reported to date. The NTE proceeds via a relaxation-related
mechanism that requires a cumulative thermo-induced expan-
sion, as proved by the time-dependent structural dynamics of
this polythreading framework and the irreversibility of the NTE
effect. This work proves the feasibility of employing well-
dened supramolecular motifs featuring noncovalent interac-
tions to efficiently improve the thermal response of framework-
structured materials. It is expected that more NTE materials
based on supramolecular motifs will be developed.
Experimental
Hydrothermal synthesis of uranyl-organic polythreading
framework, U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)

[Hbcbpy]Cl (16.4 mg, 0.05 mmol), CB8 (16.6 mg, 0.0125 mmol),
0.5 M uranyl nitrate mother solution (100 mL, 0.05 mmol), 0.5 M
sodium hydroxide solution (80 mL, 0.04 mmol) and 1 mL of
deionized water were added into a 10 mL Teon autoclave. The
Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 6330–6340 | 6337
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initial pH of the reaction mixture was 3.07. The autoclave was
then sealed with a stainless-steel kettle jacket and heated at 150 °
C for 48 h. Aer naturally cooling to room temperature, the pH of
the solution was measured to be 2.99. Large yellow block crystals
together with an unknown precipitate were obtained. Pure crystal
samples of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) were picked out before being sub-
jected to subsequent structure determination and analysis.

Variable-temperature powder X-ray diffraction (VT-PXRD)
measurements

VT-PXRD analysis of U3(bcbpy)3(CB8) was carried out using
a Bruker D8 Discover diffractometer with Cu Ka radiation (l =

1.5406 Å) in the range of 3–50° (step size: 0.02°) with a scanning
rate of 1° min−1. The measurement covers the temperature
range of 170–320 K including a set of temperature points, 170 K,
190 K, 210 K, 230 K, 240 K, 250 K, 260 K, 270 K, 280 K, 290 K, 300
K, 310 K and 320 K. The experiment started at 170 K, and
gradually raised the temperature to the temperature points set
in sequence. Aer heating to the target temperature, the sample
was kept at target temperature for 10 minutes before being
subjected to measurement. The spacing between certain crystal
planes, as well as corresponding linear NTE coefficients (aL)
along certain crystal planes, was extracted from the VT-PXRD
pattern based on Bragg's law, nl = 2d sin q.

Variable-temperature single crystal X-ray diffraction (VT-
SCXRD) analysis

Single crystal X-ray diffraction characterization of U3(bcbpy)3(-
CB8) at different temperatures were carried out with a Cryo-
stream 700 low temperature device. Liquid nitrogen was used to
control the testing temperatures of the cooling or heating
atmosphere. Specically, a series of temperature points within
the range of 170–330 K were set according to the experimental
requirements (170, 190, 210, 230, 240, 250, 260, 270, 280, 290,
300, 310, 320 and 330 K). The experiment started at 170 K, and
gradually raised the temperature to the temperature points set in
sequence with a heating rate of 120 K h−1. The crystal sample was
kept at target temperature for 10 min before being subjected to
measurement. The crystal data of all compounds are given in ESI
Tables S1–S4. Crystallographic data in this work have been
deposited with Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre, and the
CCDC numbers are 2170887–2170901, including: ([Hbcbpy]
Cl)2@CB8 (2170894), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_170 K_A (2170893), U3-
(bcbpy)3(CB8)_190 K_A (2170890), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_210 K_A
(2170889), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_230 K_A (2170892), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)
_240 K_A (2170891), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_250 K_A (2170888), U3-
(bcbpy)3(CB8)_260 K_A (2170887), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_270 K_A
(2170901), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_280 K_A (2170900), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)
_290 K_A (2170899), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_300 K_A (2170898), U3-
(bcbpy)3(CB8)_310 K_A (2170897), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_320 K_A
(2170896), and U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_330 K_A (2170895).†

Monitoring the kinetics of the NTE process of
U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)

The monitoring of the time-dependent dynamic process of U3-
(bcbpy)3(CB8) was conducted using VT-SCXRD analysis covering
6338 | Chem. Sci., 2023, 14, 6330–6340
the temperature range of 170–330 K with a total of thirteen
temperature points examined (170 K, 210 K, 240 K, 250 K, 260 K,
270 K, 280 K, 290 K, 300 K, 310 K, 320 K, 330 K and 340 K). The
experiment started at 170 K, and gradually raised the temper-
ature to the temperature points set in sequence. For the
temperature range around NTE effect from 240 K to 320 K, the
crystal sample was kept at target temperature for an extended
period of 120 minutes. During this period, the diffraction data
at each duration of 10, 30, 60, 90 and 120minutes were collected
using a fast scanning protocol to understand the corresponding
cell parameters at different time duration (the structural change
within the short period for fast scanning can be ignored).

Based on the analysis of the dynamic process of thermal
responsive behaviour, single-crystal X-ray diffraction images at
two different relaxation times (10 min and 120 min) were
collected and a set of snapshot crystal structures of U3-
(bcbpy)3(CB8) were obtained. Crystallographic data in this work
have been deposited with Cambridge Crystallographic Data
Centre, and the CCDC numbers are 2218693–2218710,
including U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_170 K_B (2218693), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)
_210 K_B (2218694), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_250 K_B (2218695), U3-
(bcbpy)3(CB8)_260 K_B1 (2218696), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_260 K_B2
(2218697), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_270 K_B1 (2218698), U3(bcbpy)3(-
CB8)_270 K_B2 (2218699), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_280 K_B1
(2218700), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_280 K_B2 (2218701), U3(bcbpy)3(-
CB8)_290 K_B1 (2218702), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_290 K_B2
(2218703), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_300 K_B1 (2218704), U3(bcbpy)3(-
CB8)_300 K_B2 (2218705), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_310 K_B1
(2218706), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_310 K_B2 (2218707), U3(bcbpy)3(-
CB8)_320 K_B1 (2218708), U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_320 K_B2
(2218709), and U3(bcbpy)3(CB8)_330 K_B (2218710). The suffix
of ‘_B’ or ‘_B1’ represents data obtained at 10 min and ‘_B2’ is at
120 min.†
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